
KING’S LYNN RAMBLERS’ ASSOCIATION

Minutes of a Committee Meeting held on Thursday, 13th June 2019
 in the Family Room at the Farmer’s Arms, Knight’s Hill, South Wootton, at 7.30 pm

Present:  Gerald Pepper, Myra Hendey, James Fisher, Pam Andrew, Jean Cook, Hugh Pearce, 
Mike Berman, Roy & Maureen Everett,  Alan Brinsdon, Derek Rockley.

1.  Apologies for Absence:  Sue Berman, John Mansfield

2.  Minutes of the Previous Meeting: 

Held on 17th January were approved, proposed by Roy, seconded by Pam.   A copy of the minutes 
was signed by Gerald to be held on file.

3.  Matters Arising: 
none

4.  Chairman’s Report:

• Gerald recorded his thanks to Ken, Barbara, Chris & Mike, for a very well organised, enjoyable 
and reasonably priced holiday in Eastbourne.

• A sub-committee of Gerald, Paul, Derek, Roy & Mike has been formed to review our walk books 
with the intention of compiling a new book of walks.  Walks from Walkaway 2 & 3 will be checked 
if necessary, and some deleted, then a new book will be produced.

• Gerald reported that Myra has declared her intention of standing down after the AGM from her 
posts of secretary and Saturday walk co-ordinator.  Many thanks for her hard work.

5.  Secretary’s Report:
Myra had only to report that the Thetford Tourist Office had purchased £145 worth of books from us.

6.  Treasurer’s Report:
• Jean reported that the change of signatories for the bank account has been completed.
• We have received £691.00 from book sales and £150.00 commission from Ramblers Holidays.
• With regard to the holiday commission, Jean has received an email from Head Office relaxing 

restrictions and stating that the money may be spent however we wish, eg for a social event.
• There is a balance of £4123.13 in our bank account.

7.  Footpath Officer’s Report:

Mark had nothing to report but a general discussion developed regarding the procedure for 
reporting overgrown or otherwise unwalkable  paths.  Hugh mentioned a neglected path on West 
Winch Common, and Mike queried a section of the Nar Valley Way near the new KLIC building and 
housing development.  Mark summarised that the best procedure is to log in to the Council 
website, create an account, give details of the problem including grid reference.  This will generate 
a reference number, then Mark can follow it up.

8. Social Media Co-Ordinator (website and emails):

• Post still vacant but Gerald welcomed Ray back to the committee as web-site co-ordinator.  
• Mark has received a reminder that we need to renew our domain name.
• General discussion re our email communications - current system has its drawbacks and Gerald 

has suggested MailChimp which he uses in another capacity.  Gerald and Ray to discuss 
separately.
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9.  Membership Secretary’s Report:

Roy reported that we currently have 293 members

10.  Programme Secretaries’ Reports:

Mike reported it had been difficult to fill all dates, usual problem of many members’ reluctance to 
lead walks.  This prompted a lengthy discussion on how to solve this problem, particularly with 
regard to the use of emails. Gerald reported that Ramblers Head Office now say it is permissible to 
use member email addresses for all Rambler purposes, but must use BCC.  There is an 
awareness that too many emails will be an irritation to members, so we agreed that walk co-
ordinators should still maintain their own lists of potential walk leaders for “their” day. Possibly we 
are over ambitious to have so many walks, fortnightly might be sufficient.  We agreed that gaps in 
the programme “no walk offered” might stir members into action.
In an effort to encourage more walk leaders, Mike will include another appeal in the next 
Ramblings; suggesting single people can pair up, or find a “mentor”, and guidance could be found 
on the website.  Pam suggested producing “Ramblings” in the form of an email to save the 
expense and work of printing and posting.

• Tuesdays: Pam has filled all dates, will encourage new members to lead walks
• Wednesdays: Alan has filled all dates but with difficulty - many of the “regulars” are very elderly 

and unwilling to commit to leading a walk.  Next programme, he will leave gaps if necessary.
• Thursdays: Hugh has filled all dates
• Saturdays: Myra had to leave one gap in the next programme; it was agreed that someone from 

the committee would lead the walk on the AGM date.
• Sundays: Mike has left two gaps.

11.  Area Representative:

Derek had nothing to report

12.  Any Other Business:

• What is the procedure if a walk leader has to cancel?  Preferably find someone else to lead the 
walk, the walk co-ordinators may be able to help on this, also ask Ray to enter details on 
StopPress.  At the very least, someone should attend the start point to advise potential walkers.

• James has agreement from the NWT for a memorial plaque to be screwed to the towers on 
Roydon Common, suitable wording to be agreed by James & Gerald.  A bench was suggested as 
an alternative.

• Mike advised the monthly longer walks have been moved from Mondays to Wednesdays.  The 
Castle Acre field next to the toilets is no longer available for parking and this will be advised in 
Ramblings.

• Gerald has notified Ramblers HO that we would be interested in a first aid training session.

13.  Date of Next Meeting: 

Scheduled for Thursday, 10 October, then Thursday, 6th February. 

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 9 p.m.
 

 

Chairman, signed   …………………………………….……………                Date …………………..




